
The next revolution in intubation devices

www.cobraintroducer.com 

To order Cobra Introducers and 
Cobralets call 855-768-5720

Cobra Introducer sold as box of 10

Cobralet sold as box of 10

855-768-5720

 



The Cobra Introducer offers significant advantages in routine 
and difficult intubations. Paired with a video laryngoscope, the 
easy to use Cobra Introducer allows you to reach “around the 
corner” because of its unique telescopable navigation design, 
which extends and allows the user to reach the trachea fast 
and successfully. 

With a scroll of a finger, the internal extension can be advanced 
beyond the end of the device into the trachea, facilitating 
insertion of the endotracheal tube.

Order your supply of Cobra Introducers today and join other 
medical professionals who believe the Cobra Introducer will 
be the most sought after instrument in the management of a 
difficult airway. 

Cobra Introducer Features: 

 � No training required  

 � High first-attempt success  

 � Quicker intubation time  

 � Less airway trauma   

 � No need for other introducers or stylets

 � Perfect for difficult intubations 

 � Single-hand operation

 � Maintains curvature

 � Telescopable navigation

 � Depth Markings on the body

 � Sterile Single use disposable device

 � Cobra Introducer is available in 15FR, and works 

with endotracheal tubes from 6-11mm

The new Cobralet introducer offers significant advantages in 
routine and difficult intubations. Like the Cobra Introducer, 
without the telescopic extension, Cobralet’s unique shape 
holding design helps with intubations, yet it is soft and flexible 
to reduce potential for trauma.

Paired with a video laryngoscope the easy to use Cobralet in-
troducer allows you to reach the trachea fast and successfully.

Cobralet Features:

 � Unique shape holding design helps with intuba-
tion, yet it is soft and flexible to reduce potential 
for trauma

 � Hollow Channel 

 � Coude/Angled tip to assist with tube placement 
during intubation

 � Familiar shape, for familiar use with no learning 
curve

 � Depth Markings on the body

 � Sterile Single use disposable device

 � Cobralet is available in 15FR, and works with    
endotracheal tubes from 6-11mm

www.cobrain
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